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1. Introduction 
 
Noise calibration on cryogenic radio astronomy receivers has traditionally been 
performed using noise diodes placed outside the dewar and injected through an attenuator 
into the dewar and into the signal path before the cold LNA through a coupler (typically 
~30 dB).  For a focal plane array receiver such as the proposed GBT K-band focal plane 
array (KFPA), this method of noise injection vastly complicates the cable and waveguide 
routing inside the cryostat as well as adds extra dewar feedthrough transitions.  It is 
highly desirable to integrate the noise generator with the coupler on the cold stage, 
eliminating all the associated cabling.   
 
In the conceptual design stage of the KFPA, the suitability of various cold noise 
generators is being compared.  The cold noise calibration module (NCM) could use a 
noise diode, transistor, MMIC amplifier, or other device.  To judge which of these 
candidates will be the best choice, it is first necessary to determine what the engineering 
requirements are of this module.  The purpose of this memo is to determine a list of 
engineering specifications based on astronomical requirements which can be used to 
choose the best device for a cryogenic noise calibration module. 
 
The first section summarizes in a simplified way the typical calibration method used on 
the GBT.  This description leaves out details such as integration times, on-the-fly 
techniques, etc. in order to focus on the resulting requirements this calibration method 
places on the accuracy of the noise calibration module.  From this description, the second 
section then estimates what the astronomical requirements are for flux calibration 
accuracy.  The final section uses these estimates to derive a list of engineering 
specifications for the noise calibration module. 
 
The major question for determining calibration module specifications is, for the key 
science project(s), what are the astronomical requirements for absolute flux 
accuracy? 
 
2. Summary of Typical GBT Calibration Method 
 
The goal of any calibration method is get from measured power levels on a given 
spectrometer channel output to a source flux density of the observed patch of sky (Ssrc).  
The first step is to get from a measured power level, P, to a noise temperature, T.  The 
output power from a receiver is: 
 

P = kGrecTsysB  (1) 



 

 

 
To remove the k, Grec, and B factors, it is convenient to calculate a power ratio, i.e. 
 

P sys,1/P sys,2 = Tsys,1/Tsys,2  (2) 
 

To determine the noise temperature when pointed at an astronomical source (Tsrc) for 
which we are trying to determine its flux density (Ssrc), noise power when pointed at a 
nearby reference “blank” patch of sky (Pref) is measured.  (The reference patch is 
assumed to be nearby so that the differences in noise contributed by atmosphere, CMB, 
etc. are small).  Then, the following power ratio is calculated: 
 

P1 = (Psig-Pref)/(Pref) = (Tsig-Tref)/(Tref) (3) 
 
The desired value is Tsrc = Tsig-Tref, so (3) must be multiplied by Tref.  Tref cannot however 
be obtained by a single measurement of power, since that will contain the kGB 
component, so some other method to determine Tref is needed.  This is where the noise 
diode or noise calibration module (NCM) comes in.  While observing the nearby 
reference “blank’ patch of sky, the NCM is switched on and off, and the following power 
ratio is calculated: 
 

P2 = Pref,off /(Pref,on-Pref,off) = Tref,off /(Tref,on-Tref,off)  (4) 
 

Note that Tref,on – Tref,off is simply the noise added by the noise calibration module, Tncm, 
so that: 
 

Tref  =  [Pref,off /(Pref,on-Pref,off)] * Tncm      (5) 
 
Substituting [5] into [3]: 
 

Tsrc = Tsig-Tref = P1*P2*Tncm  (6) 
 
Therfore, Tsrc can be calculated by taking the product of two measured power ratios, P1 
and P2, and Tncm, which has been previously measured accurately in the lab or on the sky. 
 
With Tsrc determined, Ssrc can be calculated using [1]: 
 

Tsrc = [Area/2k]*Ssrc*η*exp(-τ*A)   (7) 
 

where τ is the atmospheric opacity and A=1/sin(elevation).  For the GBT, this equation is 
[1]: 

Tsrc = 2.84*Ssrc* η *exp(-τ *A) (8) 
 
Note that to calculate Ssrc, we need to know the antenna efficiency, η.  For a focal plane 
array, η will be pixel-dependent. 
 
 



 

 

3. Flux Calibration Accuracy 
 
Recall that to calculate Tsrc, an accurate estimate of Tncm is needed.  In the lab, Tncm is 
measured to an accuracy typically no greater than about 5%.  Therefore, values for Ssrc 
will have an uncertainty of at least 5%.  To obtain a more accurate Tncm value, 
astronomical measurements using well-known astronomical calibrators can be used.  
However, this astronomical measurement technique cannot independently measure Tncm 
and antenna efficiency.  A previously estimated or calculated value for efficiency must be 
used in the calculations to determine Tncm (and vice versa).  It is therefore desirable to 
have more accurate lab measurements of Tncm at a small subset of frequencies.  Assuming 
antenna efficiency does not vary too quickly with frequency, an interpolated efficiency 
value can then be used to more accurately determine Tncm across the entire frequency 
band.  The astronomical method of measuring Tncm is described further in [1] and 
compared to engineering measurements for four different receiver bands. 
 
The following represents an initial estimate at to what the astronomical requirements are 
for flux calibration accuracy on the GBT KFPA: 

• +/-10% when using only laboratory measurements (within last 180 days) of noise 
calibration module  

• +/- 6% when using astronomical measurements of noise calibration modules more 
than ?one? hour old and less than ?180? days old 

• +/- 2% when using astronomical measurements of noise calibration modules 
within the last ?1? hour 

Based on these requirements, the engineering specifications in section 4 were derived. 
 
4. Noise Calibration Module Engineering Specifications 
 
• Noise Temperature:  1-4K (at output of coupler, injected into LNA) 

o Typical system temperature about 40K, want noise cal to be ~5% of that 
• Coupling Ratio:   >27 dB 
• Return Loss:  >20 dB 
• Absolute accuracy over entire band:  +/-5% 
• Absolute accuracy at a few frequencies: +/- 1% 

o This allows for accurate astronomical measurements of telescope efficiency at 
these frequencies, which can then be used to accurately calculate Tncm over the 
entire band.  [How do I define “few” and which frequencies should they be] 

o Note this level of measurement accuracy may not be realizable, even for only 
a few frequencies.  With that in mind, is this level of accuracy needed for the 
envisioned science? 

• Stability over ?180? days: +/-5% 
• Stability over ?1?  hour: +/-1% 
• Flatness: xx dB / yy MHz 

o Tref needs to be measured over some reasonably wide band to keep its 
radiometer noise contribution low.  Over this reasonably wide band, Tncm 
should also not vary too much.  [What numbers should I substitute for 
“reasonably” and “too much”] 



 

 

5. Correlated Versus Independent Noise Cal Modules for each Polarization 
 
Preliminary discussions have indicated that correlated noise for the two polarization 
channels would be preferable for polarization measurements.  This would require one 
noise source split equally to the two different polarization channels.  This results in a 
slightly more complicated cold receiver since in addition to the two 30dB couplers 
(which in the independent noise cal option would also contain the noise source), we also 
require the noise cal module itself (with integrated 3dB splitter) plus the waveguide 
connections (possible phase matched) to both polarization channels. 
 
Questions: 

(1) Correlated or independent noise in each polarization channel? 
(2) If correlated, do the path lengths to injection need to be phase matched? 
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